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ABSTRACT
We introduce a new class of c00perating distributed H systems which consist of a
given set of splicing systems (sets of splicing rules plus sets of axioms), similar in
form to the cooperating distributed grammar systems. By applying iteratively the
components of such a system (starting from a given initial string), in a sequence which
runs nondeterministically, in such a way that a step is considered correctly finished
only if no more splicing is possible, we obtain a language. Somewhat surprisingly if we
take into account the loose control on the Operations we carry out, a characterization of
recursively enumerable languages is obtained, by mechanisms as above with only three
components. We also characterize the recursively enumerable languages by cooperating
distributed H systems with the components containing at most three splicing rules
(in this case the number of components is no longer bounded).
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1. Introduction

The splicing operation has been introduced in [8]as a formalmodel ofthe recombinant
behavior of DNA molecules under the influence of restriction enzymes and ligases.
The passing from the biochemical reaction of recombination to the abstract operation
of splicing is described in [9]. Informally speaking, two DNA sequences are cut by
two restriction enzymes and the fragments are recombined such that possibly new
sequences are produced. The sites where the enzymes can cut are encoded as pairs
(U1,U2),(u3,u4), and the fact that they produce matching ends is represented by
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